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LAM is an Italian Leader company in design, construction and

COMPONENTS
THAT MAKE
THE DIFFERENCE

commercialization of roof hatches, sun-blinds and plastic components,
made by Injection and thermoforming. Thanks to the constant

innovation of product and process, excellence in service and the
highest quality of materials, LAM has been at the top since more than
50 years in bus accessories, trucks, industrial vehicles, agriculture
machinery, earthmoving machinery, caravans, trains and boats.
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INNOVATORS
ALWAYS
LAM was born in 1960 as L.E.M., Lavorazione Emiliana Metalli, and thanks to the esteem of its founder,
Cavalier Livio Gozzi, already in 1961, the Company had a decisive turn with the revolutionary patent
of a retractable roller blind. The need to automate production processes to meet the demands of an
expanding market brought LAM in 1971 to create a new headquarter in Spilamberto and transforming
the name into L.A.M., Lavorazione Artigiana Metalli. What has never changed, and which still animates
the third generation, under the guidance of a proudly familiar business, is the will to create original
components, qualitatively excellent, adding value to any type of vehicle. With this target, LAM devotes
much of its resources to innovation in production, research and development processes, and the design
in close collaboration with its customers. Thanks to this dedication the company today it is the leader
in the production of roller blinds and roof hatches in Italy, Europe, North Africa and the Middle East.
Through the new Brest production site, LAM is expanding its markets to the east, giving better service
to its customers located in Belarus, Russia, Ukraine and Kazakhstan.
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KEY
STRENGHT
Proud of his own story made of engagement, dedication, ability and responsibility, LAM recognizes the
values that have always been the basis of its success and makes it the pillar of its activities, to stand
out on the international market and be recognized as a valuable partner.

Made in Italy
Possessing a 100% Italian production is the strength of LAM: materials of the highest quality,
specialized manpower, Italian suppliers and technicians for a top-level product.

Efficiency in service
A branched network of dealers and sellers allows LAM to respond in a very short time to any kind of request.

Customization
The internal technical study guarantees buyers maximum flexibility in terms of customization and co-design.

Constant innovation
At the base of any LAM product there is a constant investment in research and innovation, aimed to ensure
not only the technological avant-garde but also originality and exclusivity of the components.

Respect for the environment
Producing responsibly means for LAM to have an ecological approach to the problems.
The company uses a photovoltaic plant that provides energy for the entire new home.
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A SOLID AND
EFFICIENT
Great attention to details and constant research for maximum productive effectiveness:
this is what, even today after fifty years, makes LAM a company at the top in the automotive
accessories trading.
A success that is also based on the tireless work of the manpower staff that composes the
production team. Their work of experienced operators, through a scrupulous planning of
every activity, assures the realization of the product in the required volumes and standards,
respecting the expected delivery times. The innovative assembling method used on sun-blinds,
called Chaku-Chaku (Step-by-step), optimizes production times, and allows the operator to
assemble the whole sun-blind, in a completely autonomous and dynamic manner.
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PRODUCTIVE
SYSTEM
Operators in assembling line, with expert hands and careful eye, create high quality
manual or electric roof hatches, in compliance with current safety standards, perfecting
the production of an indispensable accessory in the automotive industry. There are so
many different cutting-edge technologies that LAM can boast of the creation of plastic
components: from injection to thermoforming and the innovative inject-compression.
The variety of professional machines used, the workstations and the use of the most
varied materials, allows the company to meet even the most particular customer, and
together with the work of operators, makes LAM a company with a particularly solid
system and an effective production. The diversified supply of complementary products,
also contributes to make the company not a simple supplier but a strategic partner in
developping new products of excellence.
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Truck

NO LIMITS FOR
APPLICATION AND
CUSTOMIZATION
LAM's goal is to put his know-how in the processing of metals and plastics
at the service of companies looking for high quality customizable roof
hatches and roller blinds. This vocation has led the company over the
years, to serve a growing market extended from coach and truck to
agricultural vehicles, earthmoving machines, trains, campers and caravan
with no exclusion, and even nautical vehicles.

Yatch

Bus & Coach

Agriculture

Construction &
Earthmovers

Caravan & Motorhome

Railways

Military &
Special Veichles
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ROOF
HATCHES
The production of LAM’s roof hatches offers the variety
of emergency, ventilation or mixed use hatches for same
sectors in which it operates with roller blinds. The wide
range of materials allows the company to offer products
assembled in ABS, PA, aluminum, high quality tempered glass,
technopolymers and methacrylates.
12V - 24V electric or manual versions, allows optimal opening for the required use,
always in compliance with current safety standards. LAM’s Emergency roof hatches
comply with the emergency exit directive "2001/85 CE".

Ventilation Roof Hatches

Emergency Roof Hatches

Special Roof Hatches

Vehicle’s ventilation devices, available In

Emergency Devices, dedicated to the world

Devices designed and manufactured ad hoc,

different sizes and in different materials,

of the bus and coach, are available in anti-

for the Specific needs of any type of vehicle

ranging from glass to ABS, polycarbonate,

UV glass, or ABS, and are all homologated

including naval and military sectors. LAM’s

aluminum and others, are adaptable to

95/28 And 2001/85 ce. The standard size is

designers are able to project materials,

the most different needs. The device,

compliant with the standard requirements

dimensions, and operations in complete

manual or electrical operating, guarantees

in force. Manual and electrical drive

autonomy, or in co-design according to the

maximum versatility and compatibility

guarantees maximum versatility.

customer requirements.

with the vehicle type.
Ventilation Roof hatch series /93 tested
on regulation FMVSS 302
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Electric Roller Blinds

Manual Roller Blinds

Special Roller Blinds

Electric roller blinds 12V Or 24V, designed

The manual drive guarantees the maximum

In addition to the great variety of curtains

to provide the greatest Comfort on higher-

versatility and adaptability to the most

in catalog, LAM is able to develop special

end vehicles. Available in both versions,

disparate requirements and vehicles types.

models adaptable to the very special

pantograph, or with side guide rods, with

Available in pantograph version with side

needs of shape and size, realizing CAD

sizes and fabrics completely customized.

guides, ratchet lever, dimensions and fabrics

simulations and sampling rapid prototyping

can be fully customized.

components.
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ROLLER
BLINDS
Fully customizable, according to customer's needs, LAM’s roller
blinds are made on measure, in iron or anodized aluminum,
adjustable in different inclinations, with a wide choice of light /
heavy filtering fabrics, or obscuring fabrics, cut and stitched with
meticulous attention to exalt the output of the final product.
Production ranges from the simplest models without fabric cover, with bar lock
hold by wall hooks, to the pantograph or guide rods models, with manual stop in
all positions, up to electric drive roller blinds (12V - 24V). All adaptable to various
industrial sectors such as Bus, Truck, Caravan, Agricultural and Earth movement
Machinery, rail and naval sectors.

MOLDING
OF PLASTIC
COMPONENTS
LAM produces plastic parts using techniques like injection molding,
thermoforming, and the most innovative Inject-compression
technique, for the most particular requirements. This Technique
is used to produce thin pieces with high quality surface, high
requirements for geometric accuracy, internal tension and product
transparency, such as automotive glazing, optical and lighting
applications, electronic components.
As alternative to the injection molding, LAM also offers thermoforming, ideal for small series
production, which uses a softening process of plastic sheets or coils, which are subsequently
remodeled in air pressure on a mold. A careful study of materials and their yield,
flexibility and ability to respond to the specific demands of each customer are the strengths
of LAM in proposing innovative techniques.

Termoformatura
Injection - Compression

Thermoforming

With very low time cycles and low costs for serial productions, we

This kind of technology is ideal for small productions, allowing

are able to print the widest variety of exterior details, even in large

orders of reduced volumes. Thermoforming is particularly suitable

scale such as roof hatches, fenders, dashboards and control boards.

for the needs of dedicated areas such as free time and caravan, but

The high degree of aesthetic finishing, makes this technology suitable

also agriculture and nautical.

for any industry.
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CERTIFICATIONS
Products and production processes quality in LAM are attested by the following certifications and approvals:
•

ISO 9001:2008 EN

•

ISO 9001:2008

•

ECE R118 for flame-retard polyester fabrics

•

ECE R118 for PVC coated plyester fabrics

•

ECE R118 for electric and manual roof hatches 90 - 99 - 01

•

ECE R10 for roof hatches series 90 - 99 - 01

•

ECE R10 electric roller blinds with guide rods 27/11 and EC2 with LAM CONCEPT motor

•

ECE R10 electric pantograph roller blinds 27/30 and EC1 with LAM CONCEPT motor

•

ECE R43 polycarbonates roof hatches and glasses

•

ECE R107 emergency roof hatches

•

ISO 3795:1989 certified for fabrics

•

EN 45545-2:2013 certified for fabrics
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REG. N. 15850-A
UNI EN ISO 9001:2008
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LAM S.p.A.
Via Guido Rossa, 4 -41057 Spilamberto (MO) - Italy
Tel. +39 059784392 - Fax +39 0597474210
www.lamspa.it
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